Kinder MELD Lessons Aligned to CCSS
Narrative Writing
Day 1
Common Core
Objective(s)
CCSS Domain
CCSS Standard

WS 3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a
single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in
the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what
happened.
WS 8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from
experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
SL 1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners
about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
SL 4 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired
to provide additional detail.
SL 6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

Materials and
Resources

sequencing cards (set 1) large
sequencing cards (set 1) medium (1 set per group of four students)
sequencing worksheet (1 per group of four students)
sentence strips

Essential Question
“Big Idea”

What is a narrative?
What is narrative writing?

MELD Lesson
Objective(s):
(Intended Student
Learning
Outcomes:)

Students will put a series of pictures in sequence.
Students will use time order words.

Instructional
Strategies

• Begin with students on the rug or in front of the room. Ask students
to think about what they do in the morning to get ready for school
(allow wait time). Use the DP Think-Pair-Share, discuss with your
partner: “What you do to get ready for school in the morning?”
• PP Pick-A-Stick to list some responses on the board (or write them
on sentence strips and display them on the board).
• Write the word “sequence” on the board. Ask students to think
about what this word might mean, and if they have heard it before.
DP Think- Pair-Share: Tell your partner what you think the word
sequence means. You may use PP Pick-A-Stick to elicit a few
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responses.
• Explain to students that sequencing means putting events in the
order in which they happen, or in a way that makes sense.
• Review the list of morning activities created earlier. Then ask
questions like “Do we leave for school before we get dressed?”(PP
Shout Out) “Do you brush your teeth before you get out of bed?
(PP Shout Out), etc.
• Tell students that now we are going to put this list in sequence. Ask:
“What is the first thing you would do?”, “What do you do next?
Then? Last/Finally?” You may want to use Equity Sticks to elicit
responses.
**As students are answering the questions, reorder/rewrite the list in
sequence.
• Reread the list (which is now in sequence) to students and ask if it
now makes sense. Tell students we put information in sequence so
that it makes sense and so the reader can imagine the events
happening.
Sequencing Card Sort.
• Use PP Equity Sticks to choose four students to come to the front of
the room. Give each of the four students one large picture card from
Sequencing Cards Set 1 (be sure to distribute them out of
sequence).

• Discuss the pictures, ask the whole group if the pictures are in
sequence (correct answer should be “no”).
• Ask students who are holding the pictures to put themselves in
sequence.
• Use PP Thumbs-Up/Thumbs-Down, ask the whole group if they
agree that the picture story is now in “sequence”. Work with
students to correct any misconceptions.
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• Place the pictures in sequence on the board or pocket chart.
Introduce the words first, next, then, last/finally. Place a word card
next to each picture.
• Read the picture story to the class, pointing to each picture and
time order word:
First the boy woke up and got out of bed.
Next the boy brushed his teeth.
Then he got dressed.
Last he was ready and went to school.
• CCLE: Put students in groups of four. Give each group one
sequencing sheet. Give each student one of the four pictures from
set 1. Have students work in groups to sequence the cards and
label.
Be sure that all students reread the picture story using
sequencing vocabulary (time order words).

Academic Language

Sequence/Sequencing
Time order words: First, Next, Then, Last/Finally
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Day 2
Common Core
Objective(s)
CCSS Domain
CCSS Standard

WS 3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a
single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in
the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what
happened.
WS 8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from
experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
SL 1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners
about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
SL 4 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired
to provide additional detail.
SL 6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

Materials and
Resources

sequencing cards (set 2) medium (1 set per group of four students)
sequencing cards (set 2) small (or any other set)
sequencing worksheet (1 per student)

Essential Question
“Big Idea”

What is a narrative?
What is narrative writing?

MELD Lesson
Objective(s):
(Intended Student
Learning
Outcomes:)

Students will put a series of pictures in sequence.
Students will use time order words.

Instructional
Strategies

Prepare in advance: Paste or copy onto colored paper (6) sets of story
card 2. To insure that each group has a complete set of pictures, each
set should be on a different color of paper. Cut out the pictures and
mix them up.
• Begin with students on the rug or in front of the room. DP ThinkPair-Share- “Tell your partner what the word sequencing means?”
Review what was done in the sequencing lesson the day before.
CCLE:
• Explain to students that a narrative is a story that you write or tell to
someone, usually in great detail. Explain that a narrative can be real
or made up (fantasy/fiction).
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• Randomly distribute one card (set 2) to each student. Instruct
students that when they hear the music they are to find the group
they belong to (by color group: i.e., all yellows together, all blue’s
together, etc.). Once they are with their group instruct them to work
together to arrange themselves (the story) in sequence. Once they
are arranged they should narrate the story by making a sentence
for each picture beginning with the words first, next, then,
last/finally.

•

After a few minutes allow a few groups to share their story with the
whole group, modeling the use of the key sequencing vocabulary.

Independent practice:
• Distribute one sequencing sheet and one set of small picture cards
to each student. Students complete the sheet individually.

Academic Language

narrative
sequencing
time order words: First, Next, Then, Last/Finally
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Day 3
Common Core
Objective(s)
CCSS Domain
CCSS Standard

WS 3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a
single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in
the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what
happened.
WS 8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from
experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
SL 1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners
about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
SL 4 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired
to provide additional detail.
SL 6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

Materials and
Resources

Draw and write worksheet

Essential Question
“Big Idea”

What is a narrative?
What is narrative writing?

MELD Lesson
Objective(s):
(Intended Student
Learning
Outcomes:)

Students will write a personal narrative.
Students will use time order words.

Instructional
Strategies

• Begin with students on the rug or in front of the room. Explain to
students that we are going to write a personal narrative. Remind
students that a narrative is a story that you write or tell to someone
which can be true or made up. Explain that a personal narrative is
a story describing something that happened to you.
• Write the title “Yesterday” on the board or chart paper. Work with
student’s whole group to write a simple personal narrative.
Example:
Title: Yesterday
First I woke up.
Next I went to school.
Last I went home.
• Give each student a draw and write worksheet. Instruct students to
think about what they did yesterday. Illustrate three events from the
previous day and label or write sentences using the sequencing
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vocabulary.

• Call students attention back to the front, explain that good writers
“revise” their work to add details and make their writing more
interesting.
Model revising your personal narrative to add details.
Title: Yesterday
First I woke up and had oatmeal for breakfast.
Then I went to school and learned about animal families.
Finally I went home and played outside with my brother.
Encourage students to revise by adding more details to their
illustrations and/or their writing.
Academic Language

personal narrative
revise
detail
time order words: First, Next, Then, Last/Finally
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Day 4
Common Core
Objective(s)
CCSS Domain
CCSS Standard

WS 3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a
single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in
the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what
happened.
WS 8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from
experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
SL 1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners
about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
SL 4 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired
to provide additional detail.
SL 6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

Materials and
Resources

Circle map (on chart paper)
Draw and Write worksheet (1 per student)

Essential Question
“Big Idea”

What is a narrative?
What is narrative writing?

MELD Lesson
Objective(s):
(Intended Student
Learning
Outcomes:)

Students will write a personal narrative.
Students will use time order words.

Instructional
Strategies

• Begin with students on the rug or near the front of the room.
Review what students know about a narrative and a personal
narrative. DP Think-Pair-Share -What is a narrative? What is a
personal Narrative?
• Tell students that today we are going to continue learning about
personal narratives.
• Ask students to think about activities we do at school everyday. Use
PP Whip Around or Pick-A-Stick to garner responses from students.
Chart the responses on a circle map (AGO). Guide students to
include important time indicators like breakfast, recess, lunch,
Language Arts, Math, PE, etc.
• Work whole group to put a few of the activities in the order in which
they usually happen at school.
• Tell students that they will write a personal narrative about their
school day. Instruct them to choose three events from the list. Use
DP Think-Pair-Share, allow students to orally tell their narrative to a
partner.
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• Distribute a Draw and Write worksheet and instruct students to
draw a picture of each event and label (or write a sentence) using
sequencing vocabulary. Remind students to put the events in
sequence.

Include the title: “My School Day”
• Remind students that good writers revise their work. Ask students
leading questions
i.e. If you included breakfast, what did you have for breakfast?
If you included recess, who did you play? And with whom?
• Tell students to practice reading their personal narrative
independently. Instruct them to orally create a complete sentence
for each picture using the sequencing vocabulary first, next,
last/finally.
• Use the Musical Share protocol to allow students to share their
work with 2-3 peers. They must read their narrative picture story in
complete sentences using the sequencing vocabulary (first, next,
last).
Academic Language

personal narrative
sequence
revise
detail
time order words: First, Next, Then, Last/Finally
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Day 5
Common Core
Objective(s)
CCSS Domain
CCSS Standard

WS 3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a
single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in
the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what
happened.
WS 8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from
experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a
question.
SL 1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners
about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and
larger groups.
SL 4 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired
to provide additional detail.
SL 6 Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly.

Materials and
Resources

Circle map (on chart paper)
Draw and Write worksheet (1 per student)

Essential Question
“Big Idea”

What is a narrative?
What is narrative writing?

MELD Lesson
Objective(s):
(Intended Student
Learning
Outcomes:)

Writing a fictional narrative.
Students will use time order words.

Instructional
Strategies

• Begin with students on the rug or in front of the room. DP ThinkPair-Share- “Discuss with your partner two sequencing activities we
have done.” “Discuss with your partner what you know about a
narrative.”
• Write the word “fiction” on the board. Explain to students that
narratives can be about things that really happened or made up
events (fiction). Write the title “The Moon”” on a circle map. Ask
students to imagine going to the moon and what they might see or
do there. Use the PP Whip Around protocol to illicit responses.
• Tell them that now you are going to write a fictional narrative about
a trip to the moon. Example:
Title: The Moon
First I flew my spaceship to the moon.
Next I got out and floated around.
Last/Finally I talked to an alien.
I had fun on the moon!
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Note: This time add a sentence about your reaction to the events.
• Ask students to think about an imaginary trip to the moon, and three
thinks they imagine would happen (allow wait time). Use DP ThinkPair-Share to allow students to share their story with a partner.
• Distribute a draw and write worksheet to each student.
• Tell students that they will write a narrative about their fantasy
(make believe) “trip to the moon”. They will choose three
events/activities and draw a picture and label them (or write a
sentence) with the time order words. Remind students to put the
events in sequence.
• Tell students to practice reading their narrative independently. First
model for students how to create a complete sentence for each
picture. Then instruct them to orally create a sentence for each of
their pictures using the sequencing vocabulary first, next,
last/finally.
• Call students attention back to the front, remind students that good
writers “revise” their work to add details and make their writing more
interesting.
Model revising your sample fantasy narrative “Trip to the Moon” to add
details to your illustration and writing.
Title: The Moon
First I flew my large white spaceship to the moon.
Next I got out and walked around. It was very cold.
Last/Finally I talked to an alien. He was green with four eyes.
I had fun on the moon!
Encourage students to revise by adding more details to their
illustrations and/or their writing.
• Use the DP Musical Share protocol to allow students to share their
work with 2-3 peers. They must read their fantasy narrative in
complete sentences using the sequencing vocabulary (time order
words).
Academic Language

fantasy
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Intervention/Enrichment:
Additional sequencing picture cards are included. Use the additional cards in a center or during
independent work time for additional practice.
Consider making it a regular practice to use the routine established in this unit to:
 Write a personal narrative every Monday titled: “My Weekend”
 Write narratives about school events: fieldtrips, assemblies, other special activities.
 Use the Draw and Write worksheets to write summaries of stories read during MELD
instruction (especially CLR texts)
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